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1NTR0DUCT0R% REMARKS ON IXM3LE BETA DECAY MD NUCLEAR PHYSICS

S. P. Rosen

Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. Introduction

In these introductory remarks I want briefly to review the

particle physics aspects of double beta decay and the theory of the

phenomenon. Then

existing data and

The study of

I shall discuss sor,leof the things we can learn from

what we might anticipate from future experiments.

double beta decay has always included a search for

the sequence of processes in which two neutrons are transformed into

two protons and two electrons:

‘1 + PI + ‘1 + ““”

“u*’+ nz + P2 + ej

Altcrmtivcly, in more

down-qu:lrkstransforming

dl + []1+ O- + “1)”

}

(1.1)

modern parlance, one can think of two

into two up-quarks plus two electrons

}
(1,2)



.,

.

“u’’+d+u+e.
22

Racah.(l) in 1937, proposed the sequence of eq. (1,1) as a test

fcr the “symmetrical” theory of leptons introduced by Majorana
(2) in

the same year. He took the neutrino exchanged between the neutrons to

be a real particle, and hence assumed that one would need a source of

neutrinos produced by nuclear processes in order to carry out the

test. Furry,
(3)

in 1939, realized that the neutrino could also be a

“virtual particle”, in the. sense of perturbation theory, and thus

invented the process of no-neutrino double beta decay in nuclei:

(A,Z) + (A, Z + 2) + 2e- . (1.3)

~ ~vis(4)
carried out a test for the Racah sequence of eq. (1.1)

using real neutrinos from a reactor in 1955, but for the past thirty

years the emphasis MS been on the virtual rieutrinoprocess of eq.

(1.3) because it is a mcch more sensitive probe for the existence of

Majorana neutrinos.

2. Dirac ar,d-Ma.loranaNeutrinos

To appreciate the distinction between Dirac and Majorana

neutrinos, we need to compare the neutrino u; which accorqwnies a

negatively ctnrgcd lepton /?-in some hadronic decay process,

h“+h++f-+l); (2.1)

with the ncutrino u; which nccornpnnicsa positively chnrged lepton 4+

in some other decay process:



H++ HO+t++u; . (2.2)

For Dirac neutrinos. IJ~and u; are distinct particles: consequently

the Racah sequence of eq. (1.1) is forbidden and we rmy luwe a

conservation law for the number of t-type leptons.

For Majorana neutrinos, the LJ~and u; are identical particles.

The Rata.hsequence is allowed and there is no conservation law for

t–type leptons. There is, however, an important caveat concerning the

neutrino mass. In the limit of zero mass for the neutrino snd pure

(V-A) for charged weak currents (the so-called T5 invariance), the u;

always has perfect positive helicity and the u; perfect negative

hellcity. It follows that, in this case, the Racah sequence is

forbidden no rmttterwhether the neutrino be a Majorana particle or

not.

Therefore for the Majorana versus Dirac distinction to be

operationally meaningful, we must break the ~=-invariance in one of

two ways:

(1) charged currents

.7r

(2) chmrged currents

must hive an admixture of (V+A) and mu = O;

are pure (V-A) and mu # O.

It is important to recognize that we are talking about

properties of the theory in lowest order. In higher

prescncc of un admixture of (V+A) in the duminnntly (V-A)

the dominmnt

order~, the

charged weuk

current will

cxl!4teIlccof

ndmixturc of

generntc n nnss for the neutrino; and likewise, the

B ncutrino ms]l will give rime, in higher order. to nn

(V+A) currents, However, we expert these higher order



#

effects to be smll. and we are therefore concerned

of which is the dominant mechanism for T~-breaking

(1) or (2).

In gauge

same neucrino

with the question

in lowest order,

theories, the option (1) is not possible because the

cannot couple, in general. to both (V-A) and (V+A)

currents. This follows from the need to conserve gauge theoretic

quantum numbers. Therefore, in gauge theories, the distinction

between Majorana and Dirac neutrinos is only tmaningful when the

neutrino mass is not zero. It follows that the existence of Majoram

neutrinos requires the existence of neutrino rmss.
(5)

Now the typical miss term in a L3grangian always couples a

left-tided field LJLto a right-handed one NR:

N + hermitian conjugate .-.-X’=*m;L ~ (2.3)

The question whether this is a Dirac or a Majorana mss term depends

upon the signs of the charged leptons to which tJLand NR couple in the

charged weak current. If LILand NR couple to leptons with the same

chnrge, for example e; ~ respectively,and e- then the @rangIan is

invariant under a glohl phnse transforrmitlon,

[-1 ~
-.

‘L,lt

‘L
+J$ ‘L;:

‘R L NR.

(2.4)

and we huve n lepton conscrvntion Inwm This corresponds to Dirmc

neutrinos nnd a Dirnc nnss tcrmm

“Ile w.mc would hold true if NR were a singlet under the weak



gauge group; but if NR coupled to the lepton of opposite charge it

would not. Suppose for example that UL coupled to e; and NR to e; (as

is the case for (u,)c): in this case we do not have a global phase

invariance and

Majorana mass

neutrinos, but

L

therefore no conservation law. This

term. It is a unique possibility

not for charged leptons.

is the case of a

which exists for

In general both Dirac and Majorana mass terms can be present in

the Lagraigian:

[1(l~L)c
+ hermitian conjugate .

‘R

Under the presumption that VL and NR couple to e; and eh respectively,

the diagonal elements ~ and ~ yield M@orana mass tsrms and ihe

off-diagonal ones yield Dirac mass terms. As long as (~ + ~) # o,

the eigenvectors of this mass matrix are always Majorana neutrinos.

By taking ~ close to zero, ~ equal to a charged lepton or quark

~ss, amd ~ very large, we obtain tie see-saw mechanism with a very

light left-handed neutrino and a very heavy right-handed one.

3. Double Beta Decay

Two modes of double beta decay have been thoroughly analyzed in

the literature. One is the two-neutrinomode

(A,Z) + (A,Z + 2) + 2 c- + 2 fie (3.1)

which is expected a% u second-order cfl’ectof the same Hamiltonian ns



is responsible for single

independently of whether the

The other is the no-neutrino

beta decay, and which should occur

neutrino is a Dirac or Majorana particle.

mode of eq. (1.3), which is also regarded

as a second-order weak process, although it could arise from some

entirely new interaction. A third mode, in which the two electrons

are accompanied by a Majoron has also been considered.

In schematic form, the lifetime for the two-neutrino mode can be

expressed as:

(V@2 (A)) = {Phase Space @ C.kulombFactor}

lM& / ]2
til

x

/’

<p> (3.2)

where the phase

energy release

space factor is a polynomial of degree 10 or 11 in the

Q correspending to the four-lepton final state, and

<p> is an average energy denominator. Closure has been used to obtain

the nuclear matrix element

I

Further details can be found in an excellent series of review articles

recently written by our hosts and other authors.
(6)

The major problem in two-neutrino double beta decay is that the

thcoreticn! estimates of the nuclear rmtrix elements are generally

lnr~cr thmn tl~rVI.IIUCSderived from experiment by n factor of crder 3.

why does this IUppf?n,especially when all the naive arguments suggest

thut the mtrlx elements should be smnll?



Could there be some symmetry, for examp1e the Wigner

supermultiplet scheme, linking the ground states of (A,Z) and (A,Z +

2) together? The supermultiplet scheme is based on an SU(4) which

conrains the direct product of isospin and intrinsic spin, and which

includes the commutator

j[ T+iY
L?”

T–C7t] = 3T3 (3.4)

1?

as part of its algebra.

Could it be that closure is a bad approximation? Professor

‘7) have pointed out that one gets roughlyKlapdor and his colleagues

the correct nuclear matrix clement by taking the lowest 1+

intermediate state as dominant contributor to the sum over

intermediate states,

Could it be that double beta decay is trying to tell us something

(8) ~S suggested?new about the nucleus, as Petr Vogel It iS

important to understand this problem in two-neutrino decay. especially

if we want to extract reliable li~its

no-neutrino decay.

Although no-neutrino double beta

on the neutrino mass from

decay could, at least in

principle, arise from some hitherto unknown interaction which violates

Iepton number conservation by two units, we are going to take the

point of view that it occurs as a second-order weak effect brought on

by the exchange of one or more neutrinos between two neutrons inside

the nucleus. Tl~isexchange can only take place if the neutrinos are

Majora.naparticles and at least one of them has a non-zero miss.



(9) ~~t the actualIt has been pointed out by various authors

observation of no-neutrino double beta decay implies the existence of

a Majorana mass term for neutrinos independently of the interaction

responsible for the process. This Majorana mass term my be a higher

order effect, and hence small, but it does mean that neutrino

eigenstates must correspond to Majorana particles.

Another general feature of no-neutriliodouble beta decay is

it can be used to set an upper bound on the effective (Majorana)

Inass

that

IIEtss

of light neutrinos, or a lower bound on the effective mass of heavy

(10) Roughly speaking.neutrinos. the neutrino propagator which enters

the decay amplitude engendered by neutrino exchange is of the form

mu<p>
P% (3.5)

(m: + <p>2)

where the average neutrino momentum <p> corresponds to the average

separation between nucleons in the nucleus and lies somewhere between

10 and 100 MeV. When mv <( <p>, the propagator reduces to (mu/<p>)
b

and a lower limit on the no-neutrino lifetime yields an upper bound on

m When mu>> <p>,
u“

the propagator becomes (<p>/mu) and the life:ime

bound yields a lower limit on m . In practice one must also include
v

in the bound the mixing matrix element luei12, and so we find that

either luei12mU< few ev or ) few CWV. As the latter bound approaches

the order of 100 CeV for the mass itself, we approach an effective

point interacting for no-neutrino decay and must take the structure of

the nucleon into account, for example by a quark model,

An interesting variant of this argument occurs when we assume



that the decay is engendered by the exchange of one light neutrino of

order 10–20 eV and one heavy neutrino of opposite CP, both coupled to

the same hel.icity current. (This is necessary for coherent

interference between the

that the effective mass,

two neutrinos.) In this case the requirement

which is of the form

2
‘~~ = (Cos 6 light ‘in26 l-leavyF)

(3.6)

where F is the ratio of propagation factors for heavy and light

neutrinos in the nuclear medium, be less than a few eV. leads to an

upper bound on the product (sin26)~mV of mixing angle times heavy

neutrino mssJ1l) This has been used recently by I.angacker,

Sathiapalan and Steigman(12)

mass domain.

In terms

parameter, the

of neutrino

half-life for

(A)] = {Phase

to exclude large regions of the heavy

miss as the lepton

no-neutrino decay takes

Space O@ulomb Factor}

where the phase space factor is r,owa polynomial of

number violating

the form:

(3.7)

cnly the fifth or

sixth degree in ~ because there are only two fermions in the final

state. The nuclear matrix elements are given by:

M
Ov~. ~ h+(rij)li><flxT:T;:i. j

ij
(3.8)



where h+(rij) is the configuration space form of the neutrino

propagator. More general expressions involving both the effective

mass and right-handed current pzmuneters am be found in the reviews

mentioned above.
(6)

On grounds of helicity, we can show that for 0+ + 0+ nuclear

double beta demy transitions. the angular distributions for the two

electrons are predominantly back-to-bck for the mass-induced

no-neutrino mode and for two-neutrino de-y lxxause the electrons have

the same helicity. For the right-handed current induced no-neutrino

mode, the electrons have opposite felicities, and hence they are

emitted in a predomimu~tly parallel configuration.

4. Comm risen of Theory and Experiment for Selected Isoto~s.

I now want to consider what we can learn from the existing data

on double beta decay. To some extent, I am de-emphasizing the

question of bounds on neutrino miss, and concentrating instead on the

properties of the phenomenon itself.

In Table 1, the data and theoretical analyses for four specific

isotopes are given. The first two rows consist of the ~ values and

experimental data on lifetimes; the next three give the phase sptce @

Coulomb factor for the two-neutrino mode, the corresponding nuclear

mtrix element (as determined by Haxton, Stephenson, and Strottmn),

and the predic:ed half-life for two-neutrino decay. The last three

rows give che same calculations for the no-neutrino mode.



Be~ides the data we have on the tellurium isotopes, we are now

in possession of two new and important pieces of data. One is the

lower bound on the no-neutrino lifetime for %e + 76ss of 4 x 10=

yearsJ13) and the other is the apparent consistency between the

geochemical and directly-observed lifetimes for ‘2Se + ‘2Kr, each

being about 1.3 x 10wyears.
(14)

Here I am presuming that a

signifi~t fraction of the events reported at this meeting by Mike

Moe will turn out to be double beta decay.

From the last rows of Table 1, we see that the lifetime for

no-neutrino decay in ‘=Se is roughly 1/3 of the corresponding lifetime

for ‘%e. Therefore from the measured limit on ‘=&! -9‘bSe + 2s-, we

deduce that the no-neutrino lifetime for ‘*se is

Ty;2(‘2*) ~ 1.3 x 10=years . (4.1)

In other words less than 0.1% of all ‘2Se decays are e~cted to occur

via the no-neutrino mode.

Since the ‘2Se lifetime comes essentially from the two-neutrino

mode alone, we can turn the above analysis around and predict the

two-neutrino lifetime for 7bCe from that for ‘2*. The 7%9 lifetime

for the two-neutrlno mode is expected

that for ‘zSe; hence we expect that

“2U

q,~ (’e@) % 2x1021years .

to be about 16 times longer tkin

(4.2)

(14) have been striving heroi-1 ly toSince Elliott, Ham, ond Moe

20
observe a lifetime of order 10 years in ‘2Se, the question arises as



to whether the 7%e lifetime, being an order of magnitude lor~er, is

actually observable in the laboratory.

In these arguments, we have tacitly assumed that. although the

absolute nugnitudes of nuclear matrix elements are too large by a

significant factor, the ratios of different matrix elements are

reasonably correct within the A = 76 - 82 range of nuclei. What

happens when we compare these nuclei with much heavier ones?

Both

directly,

and ‘2se

involves

the Heidelberg and the Missouri groups have measured

by the geochemical method, the ratio of lifetimes for 13oTe

double beta decay , The geochemical method, since it

the detection of the da~~ghter nuc1eus only, does not

distinguish between different modes of decay, but we may use a

comparison with the limits on 7%e decay to argue that the no-neutrino

few percent of a]lmode is no more than a 130Te decays. Thus the

ratio of lifetimes is essentall~’ the ratio of lifetimes for the

two–neutrino mode.

Now, quite remarkably, the phas? space plus (%ulomb factor for

the two–neutrino mode in ‘2Se is equal to that for luoTe, as can be

seen from Table 1. This is purely coincidental: the phase space

favors ‘2Se, which has the larger Q-value, while the Coulomb favors

‘30Te, which has the larger Z, and there is no obvious reason why

these effects should cancel each other out. Nevertheless, the

equality means that the ratio of two-ncutrino lifetimes is a direct

measure of the corresponding nuciear mtrix elements.

(15) finds a ratio of 13 i 2,Experimentally the Heidelberg group

while the Missouri group
(16)

gives a value of 7-8, Allowing for the



average energy denominators*, we then find that the ratio of matrix

elements must be in the range of 3-4:

{h#&dM:1130} : 4.3 (Heidelberg)

: 3.4 (hissouri) . (4.3)

This constitutes the first direct evidence for a significant

difference between two-neutrino nuclear matrix elements. It should

Frovide a bench-mark test for all theoretical calculations of such

matrix elements.

5_.Possibilities for New Expel’iments

There is a considerable degree of activity these days regarding

isotopes l’)OMoand ‘3bXe. Here at Osaka, Professor Ejiri is engaged

in .nnexperiment with the former isotope, and he has already reported

preliminary results at the Sendal Conference. At other institutions

there are groups actively working on Xenon TPC’S. The advantages of

‘OOMo are its relatively large Q-vaJue and a recent suggestion by

Vogel that its matrix elelwnt will be large; ‘36Xe is a relatively

abundant isotope, and the Tl~ allows one to combine source and

detector in a single unit.

Another isotope which I believe is worthy of re-investi~tion is

‘°Cl. It has the largest energy reiease available (4.3 MeV), and

there is little disagreement over its rrcitrixelement, which, however,

tends to be smll. The second largest Q-value (3.”/MeV) occurs in

160Nd, wnich is fnvored over ‘%h by the Coulomb factor.

l-he present data and theoretical expectations for the



two–neutrino mode in these isotopes is shown in Table 2. A comparison

of these numbers with the ‘2Se lifetime suggests that we may be on the

verge of seeing the two-neutrino decay mode come in like gang-busters,

In conclusion, let me say that we have made great progress in the

past five years, and I look forward to even more progress, both

theoretically and experimentally in the next five years. Thank you

for your kind attention.



Table 1: Experimental kta and Theoretical Predictions for Double
Beta Decay in Four Isotopes

76& + 76~e

C$(keV) 2039.6 + 0.9

T1/2(exptl)yrs
>4E23
(Ou)

?D 9; 2

1/2 TpT 7.7E18

g. 2

~ 2E(-2)

T2V
1/2 4E20

‘~~21~”~(1-xF)12 4.1E25

IM;(l-XF)12 2.5E1

~;;2(m#
1,GE24

‘2Se 13‘Te

2995 k 6 2533 k 4

1.3 E20 (l-3) E21
(Gee;Direct) Geo

2.3E17

3

lE(-2)

2.6E19

!3,3E24

$

1.7E1

5.GE23

2.1E17

3

1.3E(-2)

1.6E19

5.!3224

3,SE1

1,(X23

12eTe

868&4

E24-25
Geo

1.2E21

1.4E(-2)

8,4E22

1.41?26

3,7E1

3,8EY4



Table 2: Possibilities for New Experiments

4‘G i ‘6Xe ‘ o“uo ‘‘ONd

Qo 4271 * 4 2479 A 8 3034$6 3367*2

T1,2(expt1)2”
Ov

II8“2Tp
‘2U

To”i~12101112

>4E(19) >2E(19) >lE(18)
>1E(21) >1.7E(20)

>1.3E(19)
>2E(21)

Chairman P. Ejiri at 8en.

2.5E(16) 2E(17) 1.1E(17) 8.4E(15)

8,6E(-4) 9E(-3) 5.3E(-2) 6.4E(-2)
Klapdor... V-F

32(19) 2E(19) 2.1E(18) 1.3E(17)

4E(24) 5E(24) 6E~24) 1.2E(24)
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